China’s bid to open new front in Sikkim foiled

Minor clash at Naku La on Jan 20, confirms Indian army, but China claims no such clash took place.
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China’s bid to open new front in Sikkim foiled

Minor clash at Naku La on Jan 20, confirms Indian army, but China claims no such clash took place.

2 lakh farmers to participate in kisan trakor rally on Republic Day

Kisan to march on Parliament on Feb 1

Two lakh truckers to participate in kisan trakor rally on Republic Day

STAFF REPORTER | NEW DELHI

Cricketers including former skipper MS Dhoni, former cricketer Yuvraj Singh and former cricketer Harbhajan Singh have lent support to the farmers’ protest. The farmers will also be allowed to camp on Parliament grounds from January 26 to January 31.

‘This rally is to make us understand the farmers’ challenges and also to spread awareness among people about the farmers and their work. We are grateful to the farmers for their hard work and dedication. We are also aware of the struggle they are going through. farmers are also aware of the struggle they are going through. We will try our best to support them in any way we can.’

Punish rumour-mongers, fear has hit vaccination: Centre to States

STAFF REPORTER | RAIPUR

On the occasion of the Republic Day, the Prime Minister suggested that the Centre and the States take up the issue of the campaign of false information on social media. The Prime Minister said that the Centre had launched a campaign on social media to create awareness about the vaccination drive. However, some rumour-mongers are circulating false information on social media, which is creating doubt about the vaccine and its safety.
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Punjab launches mega self-employment loan mela

The state’s Employment and Enterprise Mission, under the patronage of the Chief Minister, launched a Mega Self Employment Loan Mela in Patiala as a culmination to the special loan melas held across the State during October-December 2020, wherein 1.70 lakh youth had been facilitated in getting employment by unscrupulous agents.

A token of 1,000 loan sanctions were being given each to the beneficiaries and a certificate to five beneficiaries from a special loan mela being held across the State during October-December 2020. A special loan mela was also held in Jhajjar on Monday. 8,800 lakh youth had availed the facility, while 3,999 lakh youth had availed job in the private sector and 2,035 lakh youth had availed the loan under the Employment and Enterprise Mission.

The Chief Minister said that the mega self-employment loan mela was an attempt to keep the promise in the public domain and to fight the COVID situation so that every beneficiary got the opportunity to avail the facility every month in each district, and government jobs would be regularly advertised that already-announced target of 20,000 vacancies would be filled, of which 3,999 lakh youth had availed in getting employment in the private sector or self-employment.

The Chief Minister said that the Employment and Enterprise Mission took over the task of 25 lakh jobs and had already started taking appointments in the government sector, where 13,000 vacancies are created every year. “The Congress government has been providing renumeration for government jobs to the extent of 2,500 crore in the State, which was earlier being given to contract workers, said the Chief Minister.

The staff’s Employment and Enterprise Mission, under the patronage of the Chief Minister Charanjit Singh Channi, has virtually joined the occasion from Ajitnagar Police Station, Bhiwani, where the counseling services for youth appointed in private industries begins on February 15 to promote skill development by upgradation again.

PUNJAB LAUNCHES NATIONAL GIRL CHILD DAY CELEBRATIONS

In an initiative towards empowering the Girl Child, the Punjab Government on Monday started the National Girl Child celebration with a clamor call to the society to protect the life and liberty of girls.
RAIPUR: On the occasion of 72nd Republic Day, Chhattisgarh Chief Minister Bhupesh Baghel unfurled the tricolour in Bastar district's headquarters Jagdalpur. Assembly Speaker Dr. Charandas Mahant will hoist the national in Janjgir-Champa district. This year, Parliamentary Secretaries along with state Ministers have been made the Chief Guests for various programmes to be held on Republic Day on January 26. Also, Governor Anusuiya Uikey will hoist national flag in Raipur.
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CM dedicates auditorium, trauma centre in Bastar

RAIPUR: Chhattisgarh Chief Minister Bhupesh Baghel on Monday dedicated an auditorium and a trauma centre in Bastar district during a two-day visit. He also announced developmental works during a public meeting.

The newly constructed auditorium and trauma centre of the Medical College at Jagdalpur cost ₹8.63 crores and ₹6 crores respectively. He carried out public dedication and foundation stone laying of 51 developmental works at an estimated cost of ₹156.46 crores, an official communique said.

Addressing the public meeting, he announced construction of a mini stadium at village Kukanar, a High School building at Bodi Kilepal and Pracharikar, development of tourism in Tamdaghumar and Mendrighumar along with tourist facilities, construction of 8 km of Kodnali route, establishing of minor forest produce based industries, new Umsirboda hospital at Darbha, an indoor stadium at Umsirboda and a rest house at Chitrakote.

The Chief Minister also unveiled a bullock cart made of bronze in the premises of Maa Danteshwari Airport at Jagdalpur. He dedicated the Lala Jagdalpuri District Library at Jagdalpur and took selfies with children and others.

To the delight of everyone, Baghel played cricket at the Hataa Ground during its dedication ceremony. He both batted and bowled.

Voters must elect virtuous candidate: Chief Lokayukta

STAFF REPORTER

RAIPUR: The Chief Lokayukta of Chhattisgarh Public Commission, Justice (Retd) T.P. Sharma, said on Monday that voters should recognize the value of their vote and choose a virtuous candidate to elect.

He was addressing a programme on the occasion of National Voters Day at the Indira Gandhi Krishi Vishwavidyalaya (IGKV) in Raipur.

He asked the electorate to vote fearlessly without any pressure or temptation. Sharma distributed voter ID cards (EPIC cards) to new voters. He congratulated the officials and employees for successfully conducting the Marwahi Assembly by-election during the Corona period.

Sharma said: “When officers and employees are determined to conduct elections in difficult circumstances, we should also be determined to cast our vote.” State level awards were distributed on the occasion for outstanding work related to elections.
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We wish you all a Happy Republic Day
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हमारा संविधान, हमारा अभिमान
प्रदेशावासियों को
गणतंत्र दिवस की हार्दिक शुभकामनाएं

धान खरीदी का बना इतिहास
गणतंत्र दिवस इस बार उजादा खास

— ज्ञानादेश उपराष्ट्राध्यक्ष
President Ram Nath Kovind on Thursday said the country’s farmers were suffering not only from the financial problems that had continued since 1991, but also from the non-existing, he said, a matter of great concern.

“Farmers are shouldering the burden of proverbial ‘life on shoulders’,” said the President.

Addressing the constable officers and personnel of the Border Security Force at Rajiv Smarak in Awalpara, Manipur, the President said: “The Constable officers and personnel of the BSF are same as our brothers and sisters as they are sacrificing their lives in the interest of the country. They are the pride of our nation. They are the soul of our nation.”

Chief Minister of Manipur N. Biren Singh lauded theBSF and its personnel for their service.

At the event, a cheque of Rs 5 lakh was presented to the Central Reserve Police Force by Union Minister of State for Defence Shripad Naik and MoS for Home Affairs G.K. Vasan. Another cheque of Rs 5 lakh was also presented to the BSF for the same purpose.

Modi lauds children’s role in raising awareness about handwashing during Covid

Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Wednesday lauded the children’s role in raising awareness about hand-washing and reported that the country had achieved extraordinary accomplishments in various fields of health and nutrition.

The Prime Minister said that the children were the ones who would shape the future of the country and that they would in turn shape the vision of other generations.

On the occasion of the 74th Independence Day, Prime Minister Narendra Modi today paid tribute to those who have sacrificed their lives for the country’s freedom.

The Prime Minister said: “Today, on the occasion of Independence Day, I would like to pay tribute to the freedom fighters who laid down their lives for the sake of our country, our nation and our people.”

The Prime Minister said that the achievements of our democracy have been based on the values of freedom, equality and justice.

On the occasion of the 74th Independence Day, President Ram Nath Kovind paid tribute to those who have sacrificed their lives for the country’s freedom.

The President said: “Today, on the occasion of Independence Day, I would like to pay tribute to the freedom fighters who laid down their lives for the sake of our country, our nation and our people.”

The President also paid tribute to those who lost their lives in the line of duty.

Historical mistake corrected on Dec. 6, 1992: Javierdek on Ram temple

The Congress on Thursday lashed out at the Bharatiya Janata Party for its stance on the Ram temple in Ayodhya and accused the government of not making any progress on the issue.

Congress General Secretary Priyanka Gandhi Vadra said in a tweet: “The BJP lied about the Babri Masjid and then handed over the same plot to the Ram temple trust. The BJP today is doing the same. The BJP is lying again.”

On the occasion of the 74th Independence Day, President Ram Nath Kovind today paid tribute to those who have sacrificed their lives for the country’s freedom.

The President said: “Today, on the occasion of Independence Day, I would like to pay tribute to the freedom fighters who laid down their lives for the sake of our country, our nation and our people.”
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**Bengal poll: LF, Cong clinch deal for 77 seats**

A day after failing to clinch a seat-sharing deal in either West Bengal or Assam, and Congress on Monday announced a seat-sharing arrangement in the state where it is the biggest opposition party.

The Left Front said it will contest on 77 seats this time. It is the highest number of seats ever contested by the Left Front in Bengal. Earlier, it had contested 121 seats in the 2001 assembly election.

"We have no ambitions to form the government. We are ready to support any progressive government that has a clear mandate. This is the highest number the Left Front has ever contested," senior Left leader and former chief minister Buddhadeb Bhattacharya said. He said he had met Congress leader Rahul Gandhi on Monday and discussed the seat-sharing arrangement.

"We are not counting our votes. We will not contest on any seat where the Congress cannot win," he said.

Another senior Congress leader from the state, Pijush Kurotri, also said the LF would not contest anywhere where the Congress could not win.

The Left had won about 75 per cent of the seats in the state in 2001 and the Congress had won about 5 per cent.

**Bengal countryside may not vote for TMC**

The TMC-led state government has been trying to win the support of farmers in the countryside, which is critical to its prospects of winning the state assembly election in March.

But farmers in the state, and particularly in the north, have not been impressed by the government's efforts to win them over.

"Here, farmers are not interested in voting for any party. The TMC is a party of urban dwellers and the countryside is not interested in what the TMC is doing," said Pramod Ranjan, a farmer from the north of the state.

"We are not interested in what the TMC is doing. We are interested in what our leaders are doing. Our leaders are not doing anything for us," said another farmer.

**Maha Guv has time for Kangana but not for farmers, says Pawar**

"What about the farmers?" asked Pawar as he attacked the government for not giving enough time to Kangana Ranaut.

"Kangana Ranaut was given time to come forward. But the farmers are not given time to go forward.", he said.

"Will you invite me to your party? Will you invite me to your cinema? Will you invite me to your entertainment," he asked the government.

"Will you invite me to your police? Will you invite me to your administration? Will you invite me to your development? Will you invite me to your health?"

"Will you invite me to your education? Will you invite me to your agriculture? Will you invite me to your food and civil supplies? Will you invite me to your Industry?" he asked.

"Will you invite me to your judiciary? Will you invite me to your welfare? Will you invite me to your security? Will you invite me to your minister? Will you invite me to your public representatives? Will you invite me to your services?"

"Will you invite me to your administration? Will you invite me to your assembly? Will you invite me to your cabinet? Will you invite me to your law? Will you invite me to your judiciary? Will you invite me to your administration? Will you invite me to your assembly? Will you invite me to your cabinet? Will you invite me to your law?" he asked.
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Happy new R-Day!

Being celebrated in the midst of a raging pandemic, this year’s parade will register many firsts.

The Republic Day is all about pomp, show and glory. Primarily, it showcases India’s military strength and its feats, rockets, torpedoes, submarines, and helicopters. Among the other firsts will be the participation of the country’s first woman fighter pilot, Flight Lieutenant Bhawana Kanth, and a flier with the newly-inducted Tejas that will be part of different formations during the 72nd R-Day parade. The armed forces will take part in the R-Day parade. Reportedly, this is only the first time a female fighter pilot has been selected to participate in the R-Day parade. The armed forces will take part as the part of national parade. The upgraded Shikara weapon system will showcase India’s strength in the parade, led by the only woman combatant commander from the armed forces—Captain Tania Shergill from the Indian Navy. It will also display the culture and tradition of the ancient temple town.

On the other hand, the Republic Day—which is celebrated with patriotism and fervor—will be marked by the farmers’ rally at 10:30 a.m. (local time) in New Delhi in front of the historic Red Fort. The farmers’ leaders plan to call off the agitation on the condition that the Centre withdraws the recently passed farm laws, and the laws be re-drafted. As farmers have already spent more than three months on the streets of India demanding the repeal of laws, the Centre has no other option but to listen to their demands. According to reports, Prime Minister Narendra Modi and other officials will address the farmers at the Red Fort. The Arvind Kejriwal government will also provide additional security to the farmers’ rally.

FARMERS’ PROTESTS: The Centre’s failure to implement the demands of the farmers has led to a nationwide strike on Republic Day. The farmers have been protesting against the three farm laws—Market Yard Law, Agriculture Produce Market Committee Act and Other Agricultural Produce Bills—since November 2020. The farmers have been demanding the repeal of these laws, alleging that they will lead to the exploitation of farmers by big corporate entities and multinational companies. The farmers have also been demanding the withdrawal of the proposed farm laws, which they say will lead to the dismantling of the Minimum Support Price (MSP) system, leading to a decrease in the farmers’ income and the quality of their produce.

The farmers’ rally on Republic Day is expected to draw a large crowd, with several thousands of farmers expected to participate. The rally will start at 10:30 a.m. and will proceed towards the historic Red Fort, where the Prime Minister will address the farmers. The rally will continue for around three hours, with the farmers demanding the repeal of the three farm laws. The farmers have also threatened to continue their protest if their demands are not met.

Under him, agriculture abdicated its role as the beacon of democratic norms. Trumspism may be on the wane but it is alive and flourishing in India.

The nation turned upside down for 72 years, and India became the poster boy for all norms of democracy. Government was allowed to put the laws on hold for a while. The farmers’ protest was peaceful and they never resorted to violence. Trumspism continued, and it eventually turned into a cultural and moral norm.
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Heal sick healthcare sector with booster shot in Budget

If the Govt truly seeks to involve private capital, the Union Budget must relax unrealistic price restrictions and nix outdated rules

Now when the Union Government is sitting on the verge of deciding the fate of the healthcare sector around the corner, in the midst of one of the worst public health emergencies faced by humanity in recent memory, it is high time for the healthcare sector to receive a much-needed boost. The government is well-versed and balanced and has the necessary measures to initiate a recovery in the healthcare sector.

The government has taken a step forward by setting up the Covid-19 task force that will oversee the allocation of funds to the public healthcare sector. This will be a crucial step in ensuring that the healthcare sector is allocated the necessary funds to meet the demands of the pandemic.

But there are challenges to be addressed as well. The private healthcare sector needs to be involved in the allocation of funds to the public healthcare sector. The government has already allocated funds to the private healthcare sector, but this needs to be complemented by an increase in the allocation of funds to the public healthcare sector.

The government needs to focus on the allocation of funds to the public healthcare sector, as it is critical for meeting the demands of the pandemic. This will be a crucial step in ensuring that the healthcare sector is equipped to meet the demands of the pandemic.
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The government has taken a step forward by setting up the Covid-19 task force that will oversee the allocation of funds to the public healthcare sector. This will be a crucial step in ensuring that the healthcare sector is allocated the necessary funds to meet the demands of the pandemic.

But there are challenges to be addressed as well. The private healthcare sector needs to be involved in the allocation of funds to the public healthcare sector. The government has already allocated funds to the private healthcare sector, but this needs to be complemented by an increase in the allocation of funds to the public healthcare sector.

The government needs to focus on the allocation of funds to the public healthcare sector, as it is critical for meeting the demands of the pandemic. This will be a crucial step in ensuring that the healthcare sector is equipped to meet the demands of the pandemic.
House sending Trump impeachment to Senate, GOP opposes trial

Washington: The House has voted to bring the impeachment charge against Donald Trump to the Senate, setting the stage for a trial, a growing number of Republican senators said on Monday, preparing for a debate that may determine the future of the US Capital.

Trump is the first former president to face impeachment in the US Capital, setting the stage for a trial that could determine the future of the country. The vote was 232-197, with 10 Republicans voting to remove the charge.

The House's decision came after a second vote on the impeachment charge, which was approved by a majority of the chamber. The charge includes allegations of inciting a riot at the US Capitol on January 6, which resulted in the deaths of five people.

Trump's lawyers have said they will appeal the decision, and some Republicans have expressed concerns about the process.

AP source: Biden to drop Trump's military transgender ban

Washington: President Joe Biden on Monday is expected to announce the removal of a military ban on transgender individuals, a move that could have significant implications for the US military and society at large.

The move follows Biden's campaign promise to overturn the ban, which was imposed by the previous administration.

The decision is expected to be welcomed by many in the military and beyond, as it could help to address issues of diversity and inclusion.

Biden to sign executive orders to promote ‘Made in America’ products

Washington: US President Joe Biden on Monday is expected to sign executive orders aimed at boosting the domestic production of goods and services, a move that could have significant implications for the US economy and its global trade relations.

The orders, which will be announced later today, are expected to include measures to increase domestic content requirements for federal procurement, among other things.

The move is part of Biden's broader agenda to prioritize American products and services, and follows similar actions taken by previous administrations.
TCS once again becomes most valued domestic firm

PTI | NEW DELHI

India’s largest software company Tata Consultancy Services has once again emerged as the most valued firm by market capitalisation as of Friday close.

In another milestone, TCS topped the list of top companies across the world as the world’s most valuable IT company in the world as per its market valuation on Friday, according to data of Morningstar.

The market value of TCS at the end of the day was Rs 14,238.90 lakh crore.

TCS leaped by 4.40 per cent to Rs 1,000.95 per share, hitting the day’s high of Rs 1,010.15 per share and hit the day’s low of Rs 993.25 per share.

The stock of TCS witnessed a broad-based buying activity, while that of Reliance Industries also emerged as the most valued firm by market capitalisation, surpassing Reliance Industries by 1.26 per cent to its one-year high of Rs 3,342.45 during the day.
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Govt may tweak customs duties on host of goods in Budget 2021

PTI | NEW DELHI
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Amazon files plea with HC to enforce SIAC interim order

PTI | NEW DELHI

U.S. online retail giant Amazon has approached Delhi High Court against the interim order of the Singapore-based International Arbitration (SIAC) tribunal. Amazon had filed the interim order against Chennai's Future Group from selling goods.

The company has approached the Delhi High Court to enforce the SIAC order.

Amazon's plea comes ahead of the union budget which is scheduled to be announced in the next week.

The company had also sought to restrict the Future Group from selling goods.

Inclusive Finance India Awards
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WE SPEAK TO EXPERTS FROM VARIOUS FIELDS TO KNOW THE IDEA REPEATER OF THE PEOPLE. REPUBLIC DAY CHANGED OVER THE YEARS AND WHAT IT MEANS NOW.

THE RATHER DAY INTO A DESIGN TO CONSTRUCT THE IDEAS OF A NATIVE STATE. JUST AS THE FLAG IS A MODERN-DAY SYMBOL AND STANDING UP WHILE WAVING NATIONAL ANTHEM IS AN ETIQUETTE. THROUGH SYMBOLS AND CEREMONIES, IDEAS AND ESTABLISHMENT IN THE INDUSTRY.

SHARAD SAID.

PeoPLe ARE PARTYING BIG TIME, SO I donT THINK THEY ARE NOT GOING TO THE THEATERS...

THE LAKE OF REPUBLIC IS弁

AActor and yoga enthusiast SHREE PANTHI SUSHIL KUMAR suggested the right yoga to bust stress and improve core strength and flexibility of the hips, neck, and legs.

FOR ALMOST A YEAR NOW, IN SOME OR THE OTHER WAY, WE’VE ALL BEEN THROUGH WATER. FOR ME, THE BEST WAY TO GET RID OF STRESS IS TO OCCASIONALLY DRAW OUT THE TRAFFIC POLE OR THE AKUSSAR. IT CAN TAKE YOU OUT OF MANY ISSUES THAT YOUR BODY MAYBE UNDERGOING.

(ActivityActivation), she said.

Trend Blazer

WE, THE PEOPLE

The Republic Day march makes for a visual treat. But is that still relevant and important? Experts speak. By CHAHAK MITTAL.

The idea of Republic Day has translated, rather slightly, into our ordinary lives as an extraordinarily instrumental! With a greater number of people supporting and voting for the Kisan Rally, the farmers and their quest for land and justice is perhaps the most important moment. It’s like a dream found lost, and several others, how to our daughters and sons of the land, for this emergence of a ‘Republic’ that was conceived by our founding fathers and mothers, and the Prime Minister, I feel, that the year, the meaning of Republic also justifies the powerful values it represents.

The Harrassment of the LGBTQIA+ community should have a very strong voice from the red carpet. The gay parade, the pride, the T.M.A. C.A. laws, and diversity politics — these should bring people together, companies like never before. How incredible it is. What an experience of freedom, the diversity, respect and acceptance. It shows how far the LGBTQIA+ community has come.

The idea of Republic Day is an idea that has been post-independent India is experiencing.

The people of India, the idea behind Republic Day, the idea of Constitution all our ages, the idea of the people of India, the idea of a democracy, the idea of a free country, the idea of a free will, the idea of a free choice.

TREND BAZAR

I know people love me: Pankaj

PANKAJ TRIPATHI SURPRISES YOU BY SAYING HE DOESN’T QUITE UNDERSTAND WHAT IT MEANS TO BE A STAR. HOWEVER, HE GETS TO KNOW THAT PEOPLE LOVE HIM THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA REACTIONS.

“I don’t have a plan that I want to be a star. I don’t have an idea about standards I used to work with honesty and I am doing it with sincerity,” Pankaj said.

“I will not love people. I got to know about it through social media. Sometimes I feel that the love of the audience is a fixed deposit with me and I will not give back with interest the responsibility that is imposed on me,” he added.

I still remember meeting this kid (Varun Dhawan) in goal. Long halc, big dreams in his eyes and a swag that was waiting to explode on celluloid! A few years later he was my Assistant on MNSK (My Name Is Khan). When he faced the camera for the first time, I developed an immediately protective feeling of love and care for him... And that feeling today came alive in abundance as I saw him walk with his beloved ones around the holy fire of trust and commitment... — Karan Johar

Actor and yoga enthusiast SHREE PANTHI SUSHIL KUMAR suggested the right yoga to bust stress and improve core strength and flexibility of the hips, neck, and legs.

For almost a year now, in some or the other way, we’ve all been through water. For me, the best way to get rid of stress is to occasionally draw out the traffic pole or the Akussar. It can take you out of many issues that your body maybe undergoing.

(ActivityActivation), she said.

I miss dressing up: Kim

American reality TV star KIM KARDASHIAN creates a fashion pose in a new snapshot that she has posted on social media, though she says she misses dressing up. In the picture she posted in the early hours of Monday, according to India time. Kim is stepping out of her car. Coloured-coordinated with the all-black power suit, Kim is draped in all-black, too. She sports a front-open black leather jacket, paired with black pants, her hair tied back with black hairband below her knees, with a black bow. Kim is donning a short dress that has a cross-embroidered on the top.

The 40-year-old celebrity adds to her celebrity look with makeup, but the caption she writes on the picture states “I miss dressing up.”

Theatres are safe

Actor SHARAD KELKAR questions if people are partying big time, why they hesitate to return to cinema halls?

Actor Sharad Kelkar is surprised that the audience is still reluctant to return to the cinema theatres, although among others of the hospitality and entertainment industries have started to open up post-COVID lockdown.

People have started going to pubs, coffee shops, restaurants, and even go to places like Fashion Week. So, why is it that the audience is not coming to the cinema? I don’t know why they are not going to the theatre.

Theatres are much safer and also give 100% safety. Even the scientists are regularly cleaned and sanitised. This is one of the most消毒了 we have, and it depends upon the audience. If you ever invite me to a party, you can also go to the theatre. he added.

I have heard about how the pandemic and lockdowns have affected him, the actor said, “I work a lot as a worldlier in my friend circle. I am active and live to run around all the time. This pandemic taught me patience. Sitting at home doing nothing was a new experience for me for the first time in the last 14 years that I started working. Not going out to work and not meeting people I normally deal with a little depressing but ultimately I understood that in life you need to be a little patient!”

Sharad, who impressed all playing Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj in Ajay Devgn’s historical blockbuster film Thackeray. The Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj was a multi-layered role, and Rashid Kesarwani had rejected historical roles for almost 15 years of his acting career.

Sharad, who has played historical roles for 15 years, continues to learn the historical way. With a massive following, he has been a part of the Kisan Rally, continuously defending and joining the struggle for the biggest democracy in the world. Jai Hind!

Dr Bhuvan Lall, Author:

A biographer of Thakur, Bhupendra Chaudhary, also said: “I have observed that the respect he gained from the ordinary man, the ordinary man of the ordinary man.“

The Republic Day, we need to remember that people like him and our Armed Forces in difficult terrains and unsustainable weather conditions, continuously defending and standing up for the biggest democracy in the world. Jai Hind!
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We'll carry confidence from SL win against world's best India: Root

England whitewash wasp

England also scraped to the country. The Syed Mushtaq Ali Trophy auction when the knock-outs before the all-important IPL

Sibley and Buttler put on

England's opening bowlers

England players & staff celebrate with winner's trophy

B'cishe complete WI clean sweep
The pride of our nation

Corona warriors, Sanitation workers, Soldiers and Farmers!

This Republic Day, we salute the four pillars of our nation

Wish you a very Happy Republic Day